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In all honesty few care what gold or silver HAVE done in the past. The only question, your question

Iâ€™m sure, is why silver and gold will go higher.I asked myself this same question in March of

2002. I wasnâ€™t comfortable with expert opinion or traditional investing so I began a quest to fully

understand how emotion, economics, and politics drive the one asset we all must own higher.

Congrats to you for making the effort to do the same.You are soon to find not one action or inaction

will push precious metals beyond what most find impossible. The driving forces behind silver and

gold are now to a point nothing realistic can contain. Unfortunately, most individuals contentedly

watch wealth inflate away all while goldâ€™s value continues to strengthen. They still believe

economic recovery is only a few trillion printed dollars away, it is not.In 'Why Silver & Gold Will Go

Higher' we will prove how debt, declining real estate values, worldwide precious metal demand, and

inept political & Wall Street forces are now on pace to drive remaining wealth into both silver and

gold. Make no mistake, this is more than a book about silver and gold, this is a book how gold &

silver parlay into a life of self-reliance and financial independence, one ounce at a time.
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Although the topic of this book is investing in precious metals such as gold and silver, the author



does a pretty thorough job of covering the real condition of our economy as well (as opposed to

what the politicos would have you believe). DC Carlton has done a great job of simplifying an

unbelievably complex subject so that even someone like me who can hardly balance my checkbook

can grasp the big economic picture and clearly read the handwriting on the wall.I found Mr. Carlton's

slant on how precious metal ownership can give you a greater sense of self-reliance and a greater

sense of hope for the future, as well as greater security in uncertain economic times, to be a terrific

counterpoint to the factual information about the dollar, Wall Street, the housing market, and other

things that seem pretty grim.It's hard to imagine anyone reading this book and not understanding

the myriad of reasons why investing in gold or silver would be beneficial - even vital. I'm sold.

When I started Why Gold and Silver Will Go Higher, I didn't understand the economics, politics and

other factors concerned with gold and silver. I just knew that many people feel uncomfortable with

their financial resources sitting in stocks and banks, knowing that what is happening in our economy

with all the printing of useless paper money, the creation of massive unpayable mountains of debt,

and a stock market going up and up seemed unreal and not based on reality.DC Carlton explains in

simple to understand terms his reasons, which coincide with many others I researched based on

suggestions he provided either in his book or on his excellent blog The Prospector Site, why our

economy is destined for hyperinflation and the devaluation of our dollar, unless something no one

can predict happens that has never before happened in world history. Buying gold and silver might

be the best hedge to protect one's assets at this time.DC Carlton doesn't use scare tactics, he

understands our present world economy, and he himself has dramatically changed his family's

lifestyle to reflect a newer set of values that bring greater freedom into his life while providing

financial security.I would have liked more ideas about storing of gold and silver, but those ideas

should be arriving in his next book soon to be released.Also, DC Carlton emailed me a few times to

answer nagging questions, and seemed to truly care about my well-being as a possible investor in

gold and silver, which he doesn't sell, but he does offer consulting services at prices that are very

reasonable.Thank you DC Carlton for a well-written, easy to grasp book about how you see the

necessity to buy gold and silver. You did an excellent job.

Great insight. I am of the belief that our government is spending way to much but did not have a

comprehensive grasp on the immense down side of our monetary system as we know it today. I

started buying silver about 90 days ago. ( wish we could have done it sooner than 2014. I'm now 59

years old, kids are out of college and my wife and I make a good buck. Our goal is $10k 70/30 on



gold/silver every year going forward. Thanks for the insight!

Why Silver and Gold Will Go Higher is a well-written briefing on why you must own these two

precious metals going forward. Author D.C. Carlton makes his case in a factual and informative

way. This book is a definite must read for anyone concerned about protecting their wealth and

financial independence in the coming months and years.

When I read this book, I was hoping for new incite about the silver and gold market. Sadly the book

left me wanting for something new. Instead of this book I recommend 'Aftershock' by David and

Robert Wiedemer and Cindy Spitzer. It is a much better look at the economy and the effects of the

"quantitative easing". The interesting thing is that the anther recommends Aftershock as well -

clearly he read it before he wrote this one.Thanks for looking
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